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Introduction

physicians and nurses play important roles in 

reporting medical adverse events.

Each group has a different focus and culture.

Nurses often reported errors and risky situations, 

while physicians reported more harmful adverse 

events.



Research Design
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METHODS

Data

Maccabi Healthcare Community

17,868 medical adverse event records



The incidents frequency for each harm level

Data



Data Analysis
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Data Analysis
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Data Analysis

• SNA and LDA results were combined. 

Keywords in the network and topic 
list were compared and extracted.



Result
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Result

Items No Harm Minor Harm Moderate
Harm

Severe Harm Death

Nurse 615(10.57%) 4258(73.17%) 819(14.07%) 122(2.10%) 5(0.09%)

Physician 1129(9.37%) 8177(67.86%) 2119(17.59%) 605(5.02%) 19(0.16%)

Harm level difference analysis between physicians and nurses

M=2.187, SD=0.670 M=2.080, SD=0.576t (13196)=11.095, p<.001



Result

• Keywords used to describe medical adverse events by physician and nurse

Physician network Nurse Network



Result
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LDA in the death harm level LDA for severe harm



Result
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LDA for moderate 
harm

LDA for minor harm



Result
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LDA for No Harm Level



Result
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death harm

complications of 

diabetes

pregnancy

severe harm

poor record

late or failed diagnosis 

or treatment

request medical 

information and material

pregnancy

patient loss

moderate harm

record and reference

violence to doctor

X-ray examination

communication 

response

minor harm

Patient record loss

request treatment

follow-up patient loss

no-harm

issue of death medical 

certificate

repeated prescriptions

treatment information 

confidentiality

Physician medical adverse event analysis by SNA and LDA
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··

death harm severe harm

incomplete record

request for medical 

information

patient treatment refusal

moderate harm

Wrong and incomplete 

record and reference

procedure error

influenza virus and 

vaccine

drug dosage

minor harm

request to delete the 

error of record

excess vaccination

delete record or 

information

no-harm

treatment guidance

treatment protocol

Issue of medical 

certificate

Nurse adverse event analysis by SNA and LDA
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Comparison of shared common topic keywords between physicians and nurses

Common keywords

delete medical record 
and information

treatment refusal Keywords（physician）

Pregnancy

complications of 
diabetes

patients’ 
violence

repeated 
prescription

blood test

Keywords（nurse）

influenza and 
vaccine

complications of 
diabetes

incomplete, wrong, 
short record

excess dosage

procedure



Discussion
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DISCUSSION

Prevention is the best manner to reduce adverse medical events.

Communication

request

response

information

explanation

records  lost

record of pregnancy 
diagnosis is defective or 

short

a wrong number of 
medications in 

prescription
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DISCUSSION

threat of patient 
violence
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Implications

• Supportive societal or governmental invention is required to ensure resources are 
available to improve healthcare delivery quality and offer support systems that bridge 
internal provider roles and external institutional roles.

• Reporting events is important and doing so must consider that those reading or using the 
reports may play different roles and have varying concerns.

• Other implications from this research apply at the organizational level to support 
communication and healthcare worker interaction.



Limitations
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Limitations

• Many low-frequency medical adverse events are reported in the data but are not highlighted 
in this study.

• All records came from a single medical database system from a major healthcare provider in 
Israel.



Future research



Future research
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Deeper 

insights

More 
Data
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CONCLUSION

A medical adverse event database with reports filed by physicians and nurses 

The data was broken down by reporter and examined at various harm levels using SNA 
and LDA methods.

Findings revelated that medical adverse event harm level was significantly different 
between physicians and nurses. Special incidents words existed for each group.

Our findings suggest more can be done at institutional, governmental and societal levels 
to support healthcare delivery and reduce adverse medical events. 



Thanks. 




